MAY 4 COMMEMORATION AGENDA, 1987

NOON

1. Jennifer Katterheinrich - Tribute to Regina Hollon
2. Elinor Johnson - Thanks & Chronology of May 4, 1970

12:24 p.m.

RING BELL - Rich Note Sting

4. Tom Grace - Wounded May 4, 1970

Music

5. Amnesty International Spokesperson

6. Scheuer Tribute

7. Scott Norberg - President, American Institute of Architecture Students

1:30-2:00

8. Julian Bond - Civil Rights Activist

Music

9. Dan Hollon - Family of Regina to Read Poems

10. Craig Williams - May 4 Task Force Overview

11. CASAC Spokesperson Selma Ford

12. Alan Canfora - Wounded May 4, 1970

13. Lisa Sanders - Thanks/Closing

Music
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